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Reading Notes for Castro Chapter 3
Basic (X)HTML Structure

Introduction
Chapter 3 is a funny chapter, as it has both the most elemental and the most advanced
comments all mixed together. Everything taught in this chapter needs to be in every web
page you create, but some can be safely ignored for a while. I'll tell you which.
I'm going to suggest you create a file called template.html that includes all of my
identified elements. Once this file is completed you'll be able to open it and save it as a
new web page. This will save a lot of repetitive typing.

Terms to know
DOCTYPE
html tag
head tag
body tag
encoding
title tag
headers
paragraph tag
naming

class
id

div
span
line break tag
comments
title tag

Reading Notes
Goal for this chapter: I have a saying about computers; never type the same thing
twice. This especially goes for html pages. There is a basic structure for most web
pages that is a repeat. So this is a perfect time to create a template file that you use
every time you want to create a web page. I'll tell you which pages have code you want
in this file in the notes below.
Page 60: [include in template] If this doesn't scare you off, nothing will. My heavens,
that's a lot of seemingly random stuff. Well, because the Web is getting more complex,
it's getting necessary to include the DOCTYPE and all those attributes in the html tag.
But I have never actually typed them in by hand. If you haven't already done so,
download Castro's example files (link is on the week one agenda) and look in the
foundations directory for the doctype.html file. Either copy and paste all that Greek or
choose Save As and start your template with this file.
Pages 62: [include in template] Most Web pages have a head and body, so copy in the
tags as they appear in Figure 3.3. It's been an odd thing in this class the past couple of
semester; at least half the class puts two or more <body> tags in a single Web page.
You cannot do this. Only one <head> and one <body> per html page. (By the way, the
only time you wouldn't have a <body> tag is if you were making frames. That's a more
advanced topic).
Page 63: [include in template using "utf-8"] We'll come to see all the things <meta>
tags do, but for now cut and paste this from charset.html in the foundations directory.
This is another piece of Greek that makes sure your Web pages act the way you want
them.
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Page 63: [include in template using "utf-8"] We'll come to see all the things <meta>
tags do, but for now cut and paste this from charset.html in the foundations directory.
This is another piece of Greek that makes sure your Web pages act the way you want
them.
Page 64: [include in template] Every web page needs to have a title. Jacob Nielson
calls the title "mini-content," because it should act as a summary of what's in the web
page. In other words, a person looking at the title of your Web page should know exactly
what's in it. Always include the title; there's nothing sadder (or worse for your grade)
than a Web page that comes up as Untitled Page.
Page 65 - 66: These are the basic structure tags for a page. Headers and paragraphs
will make up most of your pages. Type this stuff into a work file and see how it goes. But
you've already done this in the Week One Simple Web Page.
Page 67 - 69: Well, if it were my book I wouldn't have put these here. IDs and Classes
are extremely important for Cascading Style Sheets, but in this context you won't see
what they do. Same is true for DIVs and SPANs(the way she's using them). Just put
them in your work file and continue. But put a paper clip on these pages, as you will
want to return to them when we do CSS.
Page 70: As you've probably notice, the <p> tag by default leaves a single space
between blocks of text. Many times you don't want this (say when writing a poem); the
<br /> tag inserts a line return without the space.
Page 71: Comments are very important when making Web pages. These do not show
in the browser window when published. Rather, they are used to place notes in your
HTML code to remind you of what's going on in that area. You may label parts of the
HTML by function (i.e. <!-- Navigation Area -->) or use these to remind you of some work
you need to complete.
Page 72: The title tag seems another little piece of fluff until you start trying to make your
web pages completely accessible to the disabled. It's not a bad habit to get into working
with these devices.

Conclusion
So you should end up this chapter with a template.html file that you then use to
generate all your web work. To use it, open it in your text editor and then immediately
Save As... and give it another file name. Then all the grunt work of creating your page
structure is done and you can start creating.
If you can, make your template.html file stationary, which is a way to have a file that
cannot be overwritten. Another way to do this is to lock the file.


